WELCOME TO THE HANOI INSIDER COLLECTION

Truly memorable meetings and events with authentic local flavour - this is the inspiration behind the InterContinental Insider Collection.

Our network of hotels is global; our knowledge local; giving planners guaranteed choice, range and depth to any meeting or conference. Each hotel offers its bespoke selection of services firmly rooted in their locations and are responsibly guided.

The options are limitless, local knowledge rich, service professional and faultless, delegate experience enriching and rewarding every time.

Sample for yourself some of our wonderful Hanoi experiences.
INSIDER COLLECTIONS
Choose an InterContinental venue for your event and a world of possibilities opens up. As locals, your hotel team holds the key to a side of your locality tourists never see, giving an exclusive mix of authentic venues and experiences.

INSIDER SPEAKERS
Bring your event to life with an inspirational speaker - someone who can really strike a chord with delegates and enrich their experience. Fascinating and engaging Insider Speakers range from celebrities to cultural experts, who all have a local connection and their unique insights and local know-how make your event one to remember.

INSIDER COMMUNITY
There’s nothing quite like immersing yourself in the community to gain an added depth and understanding to your experience in a new destination. Insider Community has been designed to benefit local people and create truly meaningful experiences to your delegates.

INSIDER INTERACTIONS
This team-building experience will help delegates connect with each other. Using their unique character, heritage or geography of your destination to inspire interactions and enrich experiences.

INSIDER BREAKS
From serving up a delicious lunch of provincial dishes to quality time with your Concierge tips for the best insider tips, a few minutes out of your busy schedule becomes a whole experience in itself.
FIND INSPIRATION IN HISTORICAL SETTING

Formerly the Temple of Confucius, this historical site hosts the first national university of Hanoi from 1070.

The temple is located south of the Imperial Citadel of Thăng Long. The various pavilions, halls, statues and stelae of doctors are places where offering ceremonies, study sessions and the strict exams of the past monarchies took place. The temple is featured on the back of the 100,000 Vietnamese dong banknote.

With its historical significance and beautiful lush green gardens, this magnificent venue promises to leave your delegates with unforgettable and unmistakable Hanoi memories.
IMMERSE IN THE LIFESTYLE OF A TRUE HANOIAN

The Hoan Kiem ("Returned Sword") Lake is a true icon of Hanoi, not only because of its beauty and historical significance, but also for its vital role in the every day life of Hanoi.

In 1428, Emperor Le Loi was boating on the lake when a Golden Turtle God (Kim Qui) surfaced and asked for his magic sword. Loi concluded that Kim Qui had come to reclaim the sword that its master had given Loi during his revolt against Ming China. Later, Emperor Loi renamed the lake to commemorate this event.

The areas around this lake are entirely walking streets at weekends, filled with local community activities, which will make an unforgettable experience. The Lake is also very close to the famous Long Bien bridge, overlooking the Red River.
BE INSPIRED BY VIETNAM’S MOST INFLUENTIAL VETERAN ECONOMIST

The hotel team is available to consult and connect you to the most inspirational and influential speakers, to bring more depth and personalized significance to your event.

Meet Pham Chi Lan - a veteran expert that dedicates her whole life to researching and consulting for the economic development of Vietnam.

Pham was one of the key figures in driving the Doi Moi reform in Vietnam in the 90s, and is still committed to giving consultation to companies and government, after her retirement. Pham is a popular speaker, as she brings expertise and passion to every sharing. The Lake is also very close to the famous Long Bien bridge, overlooking the Red River.
IMMERSE IN THE SPIRIT OF VIETNAMESE YOUNG LEADERS

Meet Dung Dang, a Harvard Business School graduate and General Manager of Uber Vietnam. Committed to the rocket-ship startup from its very beginning in Vietnam, Dang brings the company from a rocky start to the most popular ride-sharing platform in major cities.

Also an adventurous traveller not only throughout Vietnam but also the world, Dang will be an ideal companion to your delegates, making the most memorable and meaningful experience.
MORE MEANING FOR YOU AND DISADVANTAGED CHILDREN

Participating in a meaningful activity and improving the life of the local community can be a wonderful highlight to all of your delegates.

We invite you to visit SOS Children’s Village. Within a close proximity from the hotel, this is not only a shelter but also a nurturing centre for disadvantaged children in Hanoi and across Vietnam, serving not just meals and commodities, but allowing them to pursue education and a better future.

Simple a bonding event with fun performances, or English classes, is not only unforgettable and rewarding for your delegates, but it also brings a smile and so much more meaning to the life of the children in need.
INTERACTING WITH NATURE IN NINH BINH ANCIENT CAPITAL

Take your delegates outside of the meeting rooms and into the nature, with the beautiful sceneries in Ninh Binh Ancient Capital, only 2 hours of drive from Hanoi.

With stunning, untouched beauty of the majestic mountains and lush forests, throughout a long peaceful boat ride, Ninh Binh offers a real breath of fresh air to the entire experience to all of your delegates. The hotel team can also assist you in organizing cave exploring trips or unique local cooking classes, with mountainous areas' specialties.
GET A TASTE OF THE WAR-TIME VIETNAM

Cong Caphe is a popular coffee chain that’s taken Hanoi by storm with its rustic, military chic decor. The capital is now packed with franchises and several of them are good spots to stop by for a break and some people watching during yours days of exploring.

At Cong Caphe, you can immerse yourself in the old time Vietnam’s vibe, as well as enjoy some of the country’s finest beverages, from traditional drip coffee, coconut coffee to every Vietnamese’s favorite childhood thirst quencher, apricot juices.
AN AUTHENTIC LOCAL DELICACY VIETNAMESE SPRING ROLLS

One of Vietnam’s signature delicacies, the Vietnamese spring roll comes in a variety of sizes and fillings, including Cha Nem (deep fried spring roll) and Nem Cuon (fresh spring roll).

Ingredients to make Cha Nem, the little round, crispy rolls include rice paper, minced pork, taro, black fungus, egg, vermicell and spices. For Nem Cuon, the ingredients are fresh vermicelli, boiled shrimp and pork, as well as many fresh vegetables.

These spring rolls will be especially prepared for your delegates, to enjoy during their insider breaks.
AN AUTHENTIC LOCAL DELICACY BANH MI – VIETNAMESE BAGUETTE

When talking about Vietnamese signature snacks, we can definitely not leave out the world-famous and beloved Banh Mi (Vietnamese Baguette)

Bread, or more specifically the baguette, was introduced by the French during the colonial period in Vietnam. Since then, the Vietnamese people have been introducing several different fillings, bringing unique flavors to the banh mi, most popularly sauteed chicken, grilled pork, sardin, and eggs; always topped with the freshest, most refreshing herbs.

Banh Mi is prepared fresh by our dedicated banquet chefs, and will make the most tasty and filling break food for your event.
THANK YOU!

Contact us to learn more about the Hanoi Insider Collection and how we can help you create a truly memorable experience with authentic local flavor.

Email address: meeting.hanoilandmark72@ihg.com